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FoR the first time for some years there has been a most welcome 
diminution in mountaineering accidents in the Alps. The season 
was on the whole a fair one, with excellent snow conditions prevalent 
everywhere in June, July and August. Ice, however, appeared early 
save in the Bernese Oberland, while the abundant spring snow melted 
with great rapidity. As regards the catastrophe on Nanga Parbat, the 
most terrible in death-roll (sixteen persons) that has occurred in the 
\Vhole history of mountaineering, it is impossible to comment. Nanga 
Parbat is on too great a scale : it lies beyond any man's powers to 
calculate the forces of Nature and their effect on the hanging glaciers 
and vast snowfields suspended from those mighty slopes and precipices. 
Of one fact we may be certain, that whatever risks have been run by 
the position of the lower camps on the mountain, the site of Camp 
4,1 the advance base, had been considered safe from avalanches in 
1932 and 1934. It seems almost as if some terrific glacial collapse 
had occurred. 

No atom of blame can be adjudged to leader or individual, the party 
was a victim to the limitless powers of the great Himalaya. We can 
but express the Alpine Club's deep sympathy with the families and 
countries of all the unfortunate men \Vho perished on or about June I 5, 
1937. In a special way we mourn the loss of our member, Karl 
Wien. 

Turning to the Alps, accidents are reported, in addition to those 
to be described, in the Maritimes, on the Belledonne (2), in the Jura, 
on Aiguille du Geant, Dent du Requin arising from lightning on 
Grand Moeveran, Engelhoerner, Kronte, Grigna and several in the 
Eastern AI ps. In one case, the accident on the Fourche de la 
Brenva, the presence of a shelter-hut in the immediate vicinity may 
well have been a contributory cause, no party ought otherwise to 
find itself in such a position in the 'late afternoon.' The JOURNAL 
had already drawn attention · to possible dangers arising from the 
multiplication of huts, and especially bivouac-shelters. 2 

A well-known British lady mountaineer, Miss Ruth Hale, lost her 
life on the Polish slope of the Tatra in the most unlucky manner.
R.J.P. 

It is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain the names of casualties 
belonging to certain nationalities. There is often no mention in the 
official Press that an accident has even occurred. Success is duly 
flaunted, but failure accompanied by death is censored and, like other 
disagreeable news, suppressed. 

1 See illustrations A.J. 44 facing I 89 ; 46 facing 422. 
2 See pp. 122- 3, also A.J. 47· 372 . 
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The Accident on the Col de la Fourche de la Brenva. 

DuRING the late afternoon of August 8, two well-known French moun
taineers, Mm. Edy Stofer and Jean Charignon, found themselves on 
the Geant Glacier face of the above col. They were proceeding to 
the Alberico shelter-hut 3 with the intention of attempting Mont 
Blanc by the Sentinelle Rouge route. With Charignon securing him
self at the bergschrund, Stofer mounted the icy surface leading to the 
col the said surface being covered with very bad, rotten snow by 
availing himself of former tracks. A few moments later an avalanche 
swept Stofer into the bergschrund. Two other climbers were in 
the immediate vicinity and these, together with Charignon, worked 
feverishly for 2 hours in the endeavour to free Stofer. All in vain, as 
the wet and heavy snovv formed compact masses. Stofer was at length 
withdrawn, but had expired from asphyxiation ; death had apparently 
been very rapid and little or no struggle had taken place. 

The causes of the accident are not known exactly. It is uncertain 
whether Stofer slipped, thus causing an avalanche, or whether the 
snow avalanched of itself, carrying away the victim from his tracks. 
According to the J onquiere brothers, who assisted in the transport 
of the body, but were not actually on the spot at the time of the 
accident, it seems possible that the avalanche was caused by the fall 
of an ice stalactite on the right bank of the couloir the tracks of 
which were very visible. 

In Edy Stofer 4 we have lost not only a great mountaineer, one of 
the best and boldest, but a true friend and very remarkable personality. 
For Lagarde, as for myself and many others, his death is a grievous 
blow. 

LUCIEN DEVIES. 

The Alpine Club hastens to associate itself in the sympathy uni
versally expressed to M. Stofer's family and friends, as in the loss 
incurred by the C.A.F. and G.H.M. EDITOR, A. J. 

The Accidents on the Eigerwand. 

THE proletariat, herding round the base, awaited events with the same 
deplorable expectancy as in 1935-6. 

Although notices 5 Busse, 35 francs (!) are stated to be planted 
at the base of the face, many parties of German, Austrian, Italian and 
one, we regret to say, of Swiss origin, have been camped in the vicinity. 
Several of these have made attempts, all unsuccessful, to scale the wall. 
Two Italians, said to be subsidised 'guides,' succeeded in repeating 
approximately the Macdonald-J ossi route of 1894,6 leading from the 
Hoheneis Glacier to the base of the great gendarme on the Mittellegi 
ridge. They got into severe trouble en route caused either by a slip 

3 See A.J. 47, illustration facing 357· 
4 Several of his exploits are related in past volumes, notably in A.J. 40 . 420-3 . 
5 Remains, perhaps, of the edict of 1936. 
6 A.J. 40. 329-30, with illustration. 
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or falling debris, and were rescued in a wounded and exhausted state 
by Swiss guides from the Mittellegi hut which the Italians had 
contrived to reach after several days. 

On July rs, two Austrians, Franz Primas and Albert Gollacker, 
the latter aged I 8 and quite inexperienced, set out at 02.00 from 
Alpiglen to attempt the face seemingly by the Lauper-Zi.ircher route 
of 1932. 7 Having reached a certain height they were unable to climb 
a rib, returned accordingly and tried further W. They then climbed 
up the ice slopes of the 1894 route to the crest of the N.E. arete, where 
they were benighted. Food began to fail after the first night, as 
Gollacker had actually forgotten his in Alpiglen ! 8 On July r6 bad 
weather came on, but they attained the long rope above the great 
gendarme and by this means a point perhaps 3 oo ft. belo-vv the summit, 
where, digging a hole in the snow on the N. face, they bivouacked 
again, still in bad weather. On July r8 they might perhaps have 
contrived a descent in better weather to the Mittellegi hut but were 
unwilling to give up their obsession for the top. Nevertheless, they 
made distress signals on that day which, on account of their position, 
remained unobserved from below. On Monday, July rg, these 
signals were remarked by two Swiss guides en route for the hut from 
the Kalli Glacier: these men returned at once and a search-party 
was organized, consisting of Fritz and Gottfried Steuri, Bohren, 
Kaufmann and two Wengen men. Proceeding upwards they found, 
on July 20, in the snow cave, the completely exhausted Primas lying 
on the body of his dead companion. The former, who was able 
to move eventually, could not remember when Gollacker had died, 
but stated that the latter had gone off his head and had attempted 
to hurl him (Primas) over the cliff. Primas could not have survived 
another night, his toes were severely frost-bitten, but the corpse of 
Gollacker was uninjured. German and Austrian rescue parties, in 
position in the Mittellegi hut, were ignorant that the party was above. 
The body was brought down on July 22. 

A Swiss lady well known by her adventures on the N. face of the 
Gran des J orasses 9 together with a companion set out for the climb 
on July 21 and again on the 22nd. Apparently the party returned 
intact without accomplishing anything. Finally a German party 
repeated the 1932 expedition, stating with effrontery that they had 
accomplished a new route ! 

It might also be chronicled here that two Austrian climbers, 
Herren L. Vorg and l\1. Rebitsch, succeeded in reaching the same spot 
in the true Eigerwand formerly attained by the victims of 1935 and 
1936. Two bivouacs were required, during the last of which bad 
weather came on. In the greatest danger the party descended the 
face, bivouacking yet again. Finally, in the evening of the fifth day 
the party reached the base, being thus the first to have returned alive 
from so high up on the face. 

7 A.J. 44· 318-19; 45· 54-61, illustrated. 
8 Sport states that the food was forgotten in the first bivouac. 
9 A.J. 48. 7 s-6. 
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At long last, attempts on the Eigerwand appear to be received unsym
pathetically in Austria and Germany ,1° where the Kufstein General 
Assembly of the D. u. <E.A.-V. turned down proposals for subsidies 
or assistance. It is stated also that the· Oberland guides have been 
forbidden officially to take any part in salvage operations on the 
Eigerwand.11 

A well-known mountaineer writes: 

'The S-vviss papers make a joke about the Eigerwand, pretending 
that the Teutons are going ~orne saying, " It has lost its kick ; the 
Bernese government has confiscated all the Heldenbeobachtungsfern
rohre.'' When I passed the Kleine Scheidegg on my way down from 
the Mittellegigrat there were long queues of people waiting their turn 
at the telescopes for glimpses (at a price) of the Teutons on the 
Eigerwand.' 

The Accident on the Ruchenfensterturm. 

HERR 0THMAR GuRTNER writes: 
' I am afraid there will never exist an authentic account of what 

happened on the S. face of Ruchenfensterturm (Todi Alps) on May 
30, 1937. As far as I can make out from various sources and especially 
from my friend Ernst Feuz, who was a member of the salvage crew, 
things must have happened roughly as follows : 

'The party left the Windgallen hut early on that Sunday. The 
weather was bright. Rocks dry on S. faces. They were obviously 
out for the S. face of Ruchenfensterturm. Tharin probably led, 
Trachsel moving next and Frei was in rear. The accident must 
have occurred on the ascent at o8.4o. It is not clear whether the leader 
or the second man caused the shock. But obviously the piton securing -
the rope between Trachsel and Tharin became extricated. They both 
fell and Frei must have been carried away by the terrible jerk ; the 
rope tore between Frei and Trachsel and Frei was found 250 m. 
below the place where Trachsel and Tharin were discovered, still 
roped, about 40 m. below the rucksack disposed with boots and axes. 
A watch on the dead body showed 8.40. 

' These three seasoned climbers belonged to the extreme wing of 
Swiss mountaineering. Both Frei and · Tharin belonged to the 
promoters of the " West Alpen Club," designed, it seems, as a counter
blast against the German invasion. I enclose its rules for reference. 
It must be said that there is a rather extreme trend at work among 
these youngsters.' 

Herren Hans Frei and Felix Tharin possessed a remarkable record 
of extremely difficult and dangerous climbs. Frei, who was born in 
1910, was especially fond of solitary climbing. His ascents include 
climbs in all parts of the Western Alps. Tharin, born in 1901, was a 
frequent contributor to Die Alpen. He also was an extremely skilful, 
if too enterprising, mountaineer. 

10 Der Bergsteiger. 
11 See in general the excellent and well-illustrated articles in Sport. 
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The Accidents on Piz Badile. 

As soon as a certain buttress or ridge has been climbed successfully, 
modern ' progress ' demands that the faces in the angles or the 
slopes of the said buttresses or ridges be scaled likewise. 
Nationalism and political ideas must then claim the said routes as 
' new,' irrespective of the fact that but too frequently they are within 
stone-throw of the original and more rational lines of ascent. 

Lauded in the Press with a great outburst of hysteria, Piz 
Badile has once and again undergone this aspect of modernism.12 

Three Lecco climbers, Signori Cassin, Ratti and Esposito, together 
with two more from Como, Molteni and Valsecchi, succeeded after 
3 days' struggle in scrambling up the slabby and precipitous ' face,' 
some 4ooo ft. in height, lying between the N. buttress and E. arete of the 
peak. The line of attack lies close to the said N. buttress and con
stitutes an extremely hard route. The Como men, completely worn 
out by the fight and the bad weather of the third day, perished from 
exhaustion on the descent by the ordinary S. face route. The Lecco 
party vainly struggled to save the two men. 

A day or two later, early August, Signori Bramani and Castiglioni 
of Milan succeeded in attaining the W. arete of the peak from the N., 
by taking, after. some time in the gully, to the precipitous slabs forming 
the right bank of the great, abrupt ice gully leading to the Forcola del 
Badile scaled by Schacher and Klucker in I 8g6 and, we believe, 
but once repeated.13 The Italians then followed approximately the 
ordinary W. arete route to the top. One bivouac was required en 
route. 

A few days later a Swiss and a German, together with another party, 
were attempting the N. buttress itself. The first named fell and 
were killed ; the second party narrowly missed being swept away 
in the fall. Communicated. 

Since these accidents the ' grade ' of Piz Badile' s N. face, and 
especially of the buttress, has been ' raised ' considerably. But 
whatever be their relative worth, the practical value of . such variants 
is less than zero. 

• The Accident on the Hochschwab. 14 

ON May g, 1937, Herren Walter Mittelholzer, Uli Sild and Frau 
Liselotte Kastner fell and 'vere killed on the Stangenwand of the 
above peak, 7 4 7 5 ft., near Mariazell. The facts are briefly as follows : 

Sild was engaged to Herr Eugen Kastner, husband of the lady, for 
a ski expedition in the Dachstein on May 9· Frau Kastner, however, 
requested him to .accompany her and Mittelholzer on a rock-climb 
instead. Although Sild was unknown to the latter, he had accomplished 
many difficult ascents with the lady, and proposed accordingly that 

12 See the illustration, p. 65, in which the N.E. 'face' is shown to the left 
of the buttress and the N.W. 'face' to the right. 

13 Rydzewsky with Klucker and Barbaria in 1897. 
14 Excerpts from CE.A.Z. 
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the party should try the Stadelwand in the Hoch Schneeberg, a climb 
known, however, to both. Mittelholzer then suggested the Hoch
schwab, and the party set out accordingly from Vienna, together with 
Kastner, in the latter's car, sleeping on the night of the 8th in the 
St. Ilgen valley. The three started next morning for the Stangenwand 
while Kastner proceeded on ski, via the Hauselalm, for the summit 
of the Hochschwab. It was the latter, after failing to meet the party 
on the summit, who gave the alarm. 

When the bodies of the three victims were eventually recovered 
it could be ascertained that the· fall had taken place on the S.W. face 
of the Stangenwand some 650 ft . above and that the bodies, having 
struck once against the face, were then precipitated to the base snow
slopes. They had been using two excellent ropes, each of I oo ft., with 
Sild leading, Frau Kastner in the middle and Mittelholzer as last 
man. The two first-named were still roped together, but the last 
man lay some distance off with the other rope broken just at the knot, 
it being surmised that the clean cut was caused by the jar of the falling 
bodies against a projection in the cliff. None of the party showed 
rope abrasions or cuts on their hands, but Sild was still grasping a 
piton in one hand and a hammer in the other. 

It appears accordingly that the party had accomplished the first 
part of the cliff and was on the traverse bending left to right towards 
the precipitous crevices leading to the :final terraced wall. Here 
apparently the leader, Sild, was compelled by danger of stonefall or 
wet, glazed rock to drive in a security piton. Before he could accom
plish ·this, it seems that, judging by the terrible condition of his head, 
he was struck by rocks coming from above and swept away, the fall 
carrying away the other two simultaneously. 

Sild knew the climb well, the face was fairly dry on the whole, 
although showing traces of water and snow in its upper portions. 
The weather was perfect and local opinion considers, despite the early 
date, the climb as justifiable for such a party of experts. 

Uli Sild was a son of a well-known lady mountaineer, nee Fraulein 
Cenci von Ficker, famous in I903 as the' Ushbamadel' of Rickmers's 
brilliant Caucasian narrative, 15 who herself was concerned in a 
dreadful accident on the Ober Gabelhorn in I 904.16 The deepest 
sympathy is felt at the loss sustained by the parents of one of the best 
of the younger generation of Austrian climbers. Frau Kastner was the 
daughter of another famous Austrian mountaineer, Dr. Hans Lorenz, 
who himself met with a tragic death a few years ago. Walter Mittel
holzer was of course the renowned Swiss airman and photographer. 
!-lis record of mountain flights extends over at least two continents, 
and as a ' mountain flyer ' he remained most probably entirely without 
a rival. The JouRNAL contains many photographs either under his 
name or Ad Astra, which he very generously presented. He was an 
expert and most experienced mountaineer. 

We would express our sympathy with the relatives and friends of 
the victims of this very sad accident. 

1 5 A.J. 22. 243 sqq., 339 sqq. 1 6 I bid. 3 I 9· 
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